Effective doses in panoramic images from conventional and CBCT equipment.
Dental radiology is being extensively used especially after the consolidation of the dental implant technique. Although dental radiology has always been regarded as a low-dose technique, this scenario has changed with the introduction of volumetric techniques and consequent changes that have resulted from the use of the new technique. To compare dose values related to the use of different technologies used in the acquisition of dental panoramic images, the effective dose associated with this image technique was calculated using two different conversion factors for kerma-area product, P(KA), in the effective dose. Twenty-four pieces of equipment were evaluated and distributed into three categories: (1) 19 units of conventional equipment, (2) 3-cone beam computed tomography equipment (CBCT) which has a specific sensor to obtain panoramic images and (3) 2 items of CBCT equipment which only have sensors for volumetric acquisition, and the obtainment of panoramic images is through software reconstruction. The results show values of PKA and effective dose are higher for devices using digital image receptors. It is concluded that optimisation procedures and critical analysis should always be applied when adopting new technologies.